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To be a poet means essentially
to see, but mark well, to see in
such a way that whatever is seen is perceived by the audience just as
the poet saw it. ... A student has essentially
the same task as the poet:
to make clear to hi nisei f, and thereby
to others, the temporul
and
eternal questions
which are astir in the age and in the cornrnunity
to
which he belongs."
Hernik
Ibsen,
"Speech
to
the Norwegian
Students,
September
18, 11:174."
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students offer to Ibsen's challenge.
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,/j.'Cot

t9'~~dn~e:ntl:ate!
-r:, ' : It ":
keep ffp.ill~ai.ighing.

. force my h~o
thi~;16out'ii:
Say it al oi
that doe~~lr~'f'*'ca])~:hardlY
'._
:L....\i..'-'·
11 r'H(
. _:{,:It is'
,; ..icrou~p"le-'J;:5t-'t)(tb()~.}'it
mean'(

Can't 'firink,; ..<l.)\Outit!,
reallY·th{i'tl?\~,'·.'.it'
~~~·X.;JflJ}~·,
tha.t subtle gem of k~~ledb"
"Little one, yom(~l1::l;; <~ili;~l1F
ill and will go
, ~hF1Y,~
s,Q09l'1"f~be with God." Hell, I'nl se~~~ii.,~A~years old. Can't they
::"j Llst.slfY rotten, lousy cancel' is eating her "itlifiles and she's going to
di~ the slow death. Cod! Can't think about it!

!~n;,;;:.

D'''.~::~:

back hom the big "n~'ing

h""P~~'\

did a ,0"I,of

"'t.rt~

nothing towards effecting a cure. Think about It
time !lOW. We
all flutter around her but don't really talk to ~~~,l:-;~\Ve avoid controversy, upsets, and heart-to-heart
comlnunication~l~$h:e,;:Jooks
terrible.
Lost twenty pounds. But she's really proud of bd;lg>~lim
and l:dks
about all the swell
think about it night
but we sneak tears.
all about? Why me?
february

clothes she's going to buy. She\@:iW$#·'~i~']Ow. We
and day and try not to show it
··%.er}~~J~l'[(ve
Christmas is hard. God--wl~~TY
..':I~--:;~
In the end it's alway~.~flsh.·
.~~~,,:
".,'

.

Routine's
set in and the situation
is deterioating.
The bravery
dissolved
soon after Christmas
and we're
at each others
throats.
Mother has adopted her usual "Onward
Christian
Soldiers"
attitude.
She girds up her loins everyrn.orning
and. marches
off to work
(where, no doubt, she wallows in the pity of her friends I. But she
doesn't quit and stay home with her. But her "Christ
on the cross"
face does a "Mr. Hyde" when she gets home. I don't know what's
happening
to me, maybe it is my fault. I just don't know what to
do. Always selfish.
Aunt Marge died today. We shouldn't
agreed. An hour later tears, screams, hysterics.
April

tell her, Morn
Morn told her.

said.

We

Long winter, early spring, warm days. She knows now. [t's an
anti-clinlax.
,Ve're used to "it" now. My friends wonder at my cool.
My brain is frozen. Concenlrate
on fun and getting by. Laugh it up a
Jot. It seems to help for awhile. She's tucked tucked
away in the
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..li··· '. ·····j~r>·r
:~t:'
room like~e~!~;~e~~~}
is C~~91~'Y}iat
do/r,/ ~.~w'?
The Jerky doctors g~d'
eal\~Her fne· s sta~wa~l;
ro·~s.
Tried to get~!~;:,tD.in~ove.upsta ...
could r~~~alld~,
\ ':~.;h~r bu~""';;;'"
she ref~.cd .. ·Do this, do tha -:.~What am Ii ~~~a~:<T
~ HATE
MYSECf, .:leal'S, floods, and s'~ms
of tearsj~~;)u::~~~o~.~~;us
and
wants to 'h~,near us. An .she,: -'> su't wa,'l¥.to' be ~~,
1;~~;hd
when
"it" hap.pen\ "If"- 'en to me. ...~~.'
th~r@~rr#P;jpt
still can't
.f . c~ it... _';0
C: . '
.nough for her
.".•;;;
.~l'it;rjtii-' lost time and
P
s~.iJiI_gAhyllTnTIortal soul. It's always s
'

~~.~t

June

\tf~'J'

),

She's back in the hospital and we';~};l?l:eathing easier around
here. Hospitals are sensible places for sic":~,~~~p,le, not in the home
Y
wh~re the~ migh,t mess.. up.the I~ves of the il ·""(.i;~·.;:....
'.V.. i.ctims of trage.d ,
theIr relatIves. I m gettmg so bItter I don't ev ··:L. anymore. I float
and mumble in a dali-esque dream sequence.'i:~'~::··\. ne else's words
and actions? I've mutated into a living, b~~fA~pg, non-reaction
lnachine. If only someone would make words·;;Sp:F-:~:~yhead to hear.
But the doctors aren't interested in my head, the ". ?~~):\h~ living-not
the livino dead.
.\'·<f",.
July
b
She's been back a couple of week~",#j~q:J~~~W~et1Ji;iV~
staring_ Pain isn't gone. But of -c-t}ul'§e it is':__the'Boctors said ~~
Unfortunately there's a quality of pain the good M.D.'s never dreamed
of in their scientific philosophies. The pain may be gone, but the
disease is still there and that's the biggest pain of all. Friends still
come over and she seems to pick up. Can't blame her; we must be as
depressing as a Camus novel, struggling to find ourselves and our
souls at her expense. Mom barks at her one minute and canonizes
her the next. We all hit each other the wrong way.
July 7th
"The owl whose night·bound eyes are blind unto the day, can·
not unveil the mystery of light."
She's dead. It's over. It's done. Mute shock sits in. We didll't
live this past year; we weren't prepared. Tears, friends, arrangements,
more tears and the black earth shutting her in and locking me out.
\Vhat was it? Oh, yes, I love you. Did I tell you how much of a pal
you always were? Did I tell you I didn't mind your bossing? Really
I was proud. What do I do now? How do I live without your smiling
face? In the end it's al ways selfish.
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Orange.
skin thick, resisting
yielding,

and the

5

puncture ...
low

and the delicate

peeling,
5

ens

u a I separation

of covering

and flesh.

eyes in ten t.
fingers deliberate.
mouth watering .
. . . anticipation

...

urging of the senses-nose,
qui

eyes, fingers,

lips, tongue

n rush BITE!

eke

burst of sour sweetness. saliva. tears.
mouth drawn, teeth clenched,

face distorted.

pleasure
pain
pain
pleasure

p.
swallow ...
eyes heavy with effort.
relax.
sticky sweetness dried on hands, face, lips.
taste

that

lingers

...

savored.

Poll>" Palmer

"
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Adrian

Ford

This poem is not psychedelic.
I did not attempt to imitate
any recorded
responses
to hallucinogenic
drugs. I have experimented
with the fusion of some cinematographic
techniques and a basically
free-associative
style. I hope I have
achieved some unity of effect by the integration
of symbols
rather than any logical sequence
of the "paragraphs."
I
generally
have placed words in the sequence in which their
visual, auditory or tactile connotations
would be experienced
in real life. I have tried to sustain
immediacy
by using
throughout
a kind of catapultive
present.
A.F.
towering
sections
of metal hull lie on wet sand-boltless
pieces
cu rved anTIS black against storm at sea-mice
peeled of skin and
fur pink anatomical
charts
of muscle
scuttle
behind
sections
to
escape salt spray
two young rnen walk among small boulders
pebbles up over dunes
shadows exaggerated
rnerge emerge float as one over boulders
pebbles even unto the wet sand-two
men in round-hulled
skiff-one
rows silently toward horizon center

-

wrestling
angel of language-arms
pushed
into sand-arms
giving
out letting go-tears
brimming-chest
of angel rock-his
face against
lily neck-jugulars
cross-life
pulsating
to holy minrl-c-arms
spread
exhausted atmy sides how long in supplication?
evolving
existentialism-morality
redeemed
through
centricity
of
Christ
by the sea hI' the sea by the beautiful
I go down I go down

sea

where the wet sand is rippled by the bound
of murmuring
shallows whose slow depth the grounds
of a wave-blown garden makes the sand
where sea flower choruses sternsinterwound
wave in warm water tentacles of sound
two priests shove locked grand piano to one side of raft-raft
dips
and for a few seconds their naked braced feet disappear-raft
tips
sharply
piano splashes-upside-down
slams into ooze-faint
ringing
spreads to surface

II
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how the day is over night is drawing

nigh shadows

of the evening

steal

across the sky-small
sea covered with round-hulled
skiffs empty like
pods-men
and women sit around fires talking softly-deep
nightonly heavy

thurnping

of unseen

boats

near and far out-

poets in file like monks to the lighthouse-up
in language

beacon-most

night-some

to shatter

ominous

monument

the eye some to stand

staircase

circling

an unlighted
beneath

beam

smaller
tower

at

dreaming

of distance revealed
slumped in his seat on the train head to one side staring slumped head
to one side looking in through the glass darkl y riding gliding beside
himself on rails through
starry night-train
derails car slams car
sections jacknifein
windows in twinkling of eyes handfuls
of glass
thrown in laps or out at night
monstrous
infant of chance lost lowered held struggling
beneath
shallows-gra
y sheet of scream stretched
over fetal bones where
are the turbines '? -where
square-footed
towers against blue space
sentinels silent high-strung
wires blown web-threads
whirled twisted
away scratches across film end-frames-v-on
level sand an enormous
dam a scu I pture a monument a cinema screen
rails laid on sand-locomotive
coming-cars
huge coffins-between
yars regular glimpses gray sea rippling
sighing unheard-coffin-car
last leaves no sea view-solid
screen white cracked
with yellow
incandescent
clouds drift west swept sky-skull
with golden witness to sinking

images bank smoldering shot through
Son-in
a formal garden sea wind

lifts spears of lilac
winter twilight settles over city-5
o'clock-elevator
doors slide open
in lobbies-sluices
loose streams strain steam homeward-rivers
to
the sea to depots to ports in Connecticut New Jersey Indiana Kansas
Iowa-towers
trickle checkered against bruised blue-through
a turning door of glass everyday X must pass-X
strides across lobby raises
hand to push door-door
stalls-X
stands transfixed hand Hat against
space-salutation
benediction
moments catch us with conviction-all
people in tower in lobby in city vaporize------elevator doors slide open
-two
men in black overalls step out of elevator saunter to entrance
and proceed to unscrew section of door-glass
fused over wedge of
floor and curve at side-prismatic
coffin lifts out easily-corpse
to
carry to the depot? door-to-door
at a bad time disturbing
feasts in
Greater
Thebes?
nobody
home nobody
horne has gone-instead
placed courtesy
of hand raised in corner
of municipal
maritime

/
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museum-do

not touch the glass-you

back bay backbrain-rectangular
; ."und
foam

both sides
torsos

shoulders

of narrow

lean

on bar

shrug-lemon

carpets

of water

past-above

intensified
sun

in

floats

bar-glasses

sedgey

in

a

drizzling

through

night

fragments

of glass

mixed

tavern
imbedded

catch earliest sea light diamonds
gods of Atlantis sit on granite
unfeeling open beneath
dazzling sunshine-man
up huge telephone
streets
against

thrones

pole-from

neadquarters

and

pole

trees

in

above

cal'
villas

slimy

canopy

streaks

oppositeon cliffs

stone
pulls

bulges
his way

of trees

roofs
dark
takes

canvas belt-completes
repairs
and
directly
to one of the wires-calls

having

with

in deep night

park

and sunglasses

seen

the

sea-then

clippers and cuts all wires
from sea horizon-c-His
cross
strung

snaky

stucco

ajar-eyes

his perch

tools from looped
portable
telephone

a telephone

putters

elevate

of ocean several miles off-body
wires insulators
cross-arms-man

and replaces
then connects

reports

on barge

through

in white

stiff fins
in gray uniform

he can see blue band
sky silhouetted
amid

pair of long-handled
fog rolls in spreads

tossing

meet

sky-floating

of ship remote

window

of beer

twist

green

mounted

in line portholes

through

cocktail

brontosauri

through

taste

eyebrows

shallows

ennui

men on stools

lifted

apparatus

heads glare
sad eyes of THen standing
stares

by-young
of beer

whispers

sinks

lily-dredging

cattails

shall not pass

raft

wire

fine

hysteria

draws

open

on a misty

morning

screaming

slander

and greed
Cape Cod-white
cottage smolders amid curling blue whisps of smoke
-one
room somehow protected
exposed intact behind hot crumb ling
walIon a table a transistor
radio pours out melodies
of Debussy's
"La Mer"
two
boys
stand
half
turned
to each
other
HI
dark
musty
corner of gambrel-roofed
barn-inversion
of huge raftered
barn ark
shored on fertile sands of Indiana Iowa
adoration
of Angelus-s-ever-recessive
chant
slapping
shore
unseen
miles off-sweating
upright pause in day labor under burning Son
dark spinning
shapes dot beach-streamers
from fog like bandage
drawn
around
spools-gauze
of nightmare
tightly
wound
hideous
and abstract
as a mumrny v-tide swells in inundates
huge COCOOIISsaturated bundles bobb mindlessly
beneath bloody sun
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synod

of fish heads rot on wharf-stare

cl itter

clitter

cars strain

of red sand---haunted
rises to black

at heal: lightnings

up roller-coaster-monmnent
dream

space-goes

hollow brass balls colliding
bent youths with sunken

coaster

through
eyes

only-echo-ghost
and behind

emerge

tapping

out at sea

stark
ringing
white

on plain

of that
spheres
canes

noise
like
along

charred supports of crackling half-gone roller-coaster
on the beach-at
monstrous Victorian desk amanuensis scrawls shorthancl suicide notes of possible understanding-folds
notes like planes
and aims them over water-sheets
blot sea enlightened
ink blurs
azure jelly films cast ashore
motorized line of same hooks

in and out-split

fish desires

on

C0111-

mas hung hooks into freezer hard eyes
resolution of pure ablution
huge waves of chemical fire collapse and explode-tongues
of Harne
leap hundreds of miles from surface-entire
seas in time drawn uplovers awaken reach out in warm mid-morning light
sea caves flooded with slant sun ear tunnels opening to after-dinner
diminished din of crowds downtown-the
stone had been rolled back
vicarious vicarious all is vicarious
the dance-congregation
of neon spines mingle float around each
other-light
blue hum in vertebral
sequence head to tail-skeleton
leans over ti p pi ng rounded skiff-th rows nerve net through nightdraws to the side heavy net full of jelly
memories
of youth-stripling
in narrow
streams
conscious
naked
feet rile obscurities
from which dart swarms of minnow imagesthese streams also through time to the sea
Romantic dreams of pre-adolescents-clipper
ship sails stretched skin
waiting on waste of water-no
clipper
ships today-masts
sawed
down planed shingles for sea cliff shacks
clambering lip clamorous brain folds Roland lifts a conch
There stood at haven with curved prow,
Shining and ready, the prince's ship:
The people laid their dear war-lord,
Giver of rings, on the deck of the ship,
The mighty by the mast. Many treasures were there,
From distant lands, ornaments brought;
Ne'er heard I of keel more comelily filled
With war-like weapons and weeds of battle,
With bills and hurnies! On his bosom lay
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A heap of jewels, which with him should
Into the flood's keeping afar depart:
Not at all with less gifts did they him provide,
With princely

treasures,

than those had done,

Who him at his birth had erst since forth
Alone o'er the sea when but a child ...
crises

knots

in

God's

line

of

reasoning

rope

repeats

fathoms

in,

newly discovered lagoons of time coral closed
slippery quays rain-wet sidewalks
waves without sound break in faces waiting on curb to cross street
rusty pebbled metal door of street freight elevator pushed open by
are of bolted steel-quiet
hum of motor beneath
sidewalk-halfellipse stops halves straight up at sides-on
the platform young man
in lotus posture nakedness covered with rivulets green seaweed
streamers like leeches on arms and breast-music
and colored lights
float upward-crowds
clatter over rusty door halves seeing hearing
nothing

/

two toss papier-mache
masks each like a discus
one by one
over waves-eyeholes
ringed red black gilt bob face down staring at
sand-mascara
runny with saline tears?-eyeholes
of one mask face
up to sun intense oval mirrors
they saw Him on the shore cooking fish
flashes of light around bodies of friends swimming
black curtain hung through clouds waves heavily just over wavesthunder-curtain
is ripped apart hung again-again
thunder-curtain is ripped apart curtain hung ripped apart curtain hung ripped
apart curtain hung ripped apart-on
the beach-man
enters voting
booth pulls lever clangs curtain closed open as mall steps from booth
back wings away dove OIl parallel tracks locomotives chug into position at water's edge-smoke
of other trains seen in distance soon ringing rail thunder
roars past then brakes-enormous
engines
and
coaches alleys darken with passengers unboarding-men
help young
women step down-more
cars buses limousines
pull up OIl packed
sand-chartered
bus pulls in front of me-behind
green glass skeletons rest heads slumped to one side hold magazines or pivot deathheads to observe those below-somehow
sense that all have arrived
sweeps crowd as hush-all
stand in darkness for a long momentthen the great single eye of each locomotive is switched on then the
headlights of the lined-up cars-gray
sea rippling
exposed slaps the
shore

!llA I'i L: SCRI J>TS

Trivialities
Betty .fo Ball
Tick
announced

...

tick ...
the passing

the ancient clock on the drab, peeling walls
moments.
Each sound echoed against the si-

lence of the room ; even the speedi ng heartbeats
of forty small children
were almost audible.
Rain streamed
on the windows,
and an occasional drop made its way through the ceiling and plummeted
to its fate:
a tin bucket twelve feet below.
Forty pairs of weary eyes stared
straight ahead, stealing only a hesitant glance to the right or the left.
Clothed in the severe black habit of a franciscan
nun, an aged teacher
paced the floor, up one aisle and down another.
The wooden planks
creaked under her weight.
Three o'clock ...
three-ten-minutes
vanished, yet time stood still.
One little girl looked fleetingly
about the room. Her eyes filled with
terror, and an impervious
lump mounted in her throat. Ti ny beads of
sweat appeared
on the palms of her hands; her heart beat uncontrollably.Hours
passed, but the hands of the clock had not moved. The old
nun made another
plea; then the children
restlessl y shifted in their
seats, and silence reigned once more,
fifteen
minutes had passed since the dismissal
bell when a tiny
clenched fist crept into the air. "I did it," the little girl choked. "1
stole the dime from your desk." A sigh of relief filled the room, and
t.he little girl burst into hitter sobs.

Wild

geese

The deer

flew

bounded

overhead;
away;

The Man sat and watcbed.
jerry Frederick

MANUSCRIPTS
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and the pursuit of happiness
Ilja Scholten

The night is long and dark stretched out in front of me. I am
standing out on the road hitch hiking and hope to get there. Out of the
multitude of bright headlights passing me my eyes restless try to spot
the car with the red light on top. I am standing and waiting till someone will take me to my destination. To there where the sun shines and
all people are happy. I am walking and waiting and go slowly out of
my mind. My luggage loses its weight: and my feet: start to float
over the green sides of the highway. Tonight I am exploring the New
World, tomorrow I'll walk with my books through the wet grass to
Jordan Hall. Maybe I will sometimes daydream back into the beautiful
country; but there is always the fear, I have to study, I can't drop out.
The little boy is sitting on the steps of the huge white building.
His eyes stare to there where nowhere is. He sees the police car
with the flashing light patrolling the many roads and places of
unrest. He sees the ugly faces of money. He sees the slums, and the
dirty roads leading to the beautiful office buildings. In anger his
hands hattie with the strings of his guitar while his jesus sand le
furiously taps the beat. The well-dressed, neatly clipped gentlemen who
pass by shrug their shoulders and continue their way to their ivory
towers of gold. The little boy rises from his lonely seal. The wind plays
with the abundance of hair and covers his face with it. While he is
busy stroking his hair in place the little boy passes the signs which
cry with their silent lips: Vista, Peace Corps.
Life is good-alone
on an island in the South-Pacific, with 1. 28,j.
books, 26 french movies, 2 british umbrellas, an antique watch
which goes 23 minutes slow per hour, and 3 unfirlishecl petitions to
admit Red China to the United Nations. I am Raskolnikow, Ezra
Pound, Joseph K., myself, a body. I see red balls, green watches,
yellow legs, long legs with absurd purple stockings. I see, no l don't
see. I don't want to see. I am tired and go to sleep. I withdraw into
my sheltered world of indifference. Goodnight, tomorrow 1 will walk
with my books through the wet grass to .lordanHall.
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Are Students

Ready

[or the Honor

Systern'?
Allen Smith

The mere suggestion
of instituting
the "honor
system"
into
toclay's schools raises some serious and thought-provoking
questions.
We should determine both the value and feasibility
of such a system,
anel the nature of the society into which it would be introduced.
First,

let us look at the system itself.
An honor system places all the responsibility
of honesty 011 the
individual
student.
Theoretically,
this system should
strengthen
the
student's
sense of values and make him less susceptible
to cheating,
The basic assumption,
however faulty it may be, is that if a student
is given this freedom, surely he would not abuse it by cheati ng. But
this reasoning has been proven repeatedly to be false!
A professor
in a Miclwestern university,
after hearing
of widespread cheating on campuses across the nation, decided to conduct an
experiment
to test the honesty of his students. He gave them a difficult
assignment
and announced
there would be a quiz. On the clay of the
test, he remarked
that the correct answers were on his desk. Then
on sorne pretext, he was called from the room.
He had taken the precaution
to enroll two graduate
students to
observe what would happen when he left the room .. Almost as soon as
he was out the door, there was a stampede to the desk. All the students
of the class, except the graduate
students, copied the answers to the
quiz and handed them in as their own.
Jerome Ellison, in his article "American
Disgrace:
College Cheating," says, " ...
original
written work, sometimes
slightly used or
from other campuses, was available
at four to ten dollars per paper;
tutors (students)
would perform
any kind of homework
at rnodcrate
fees; complete laboratory
notes could be obtained
in advance through
theft, pilfering of wastebaskets near duplicating
rnachines, or bribery of
of staff employes.
One student
expressed
the consensus:
'At this
school, cheating is standard practice.'
"
The book Changing Values in College, an extensive
survey of
student attitudes by Philip E. Jacob of Pennsylvania
University,
says,
"the chinks in the moral armor of American students are most obvious
in regard to cheating ....
The practice is so widespread
as to challenge
the well-nigb universal
claim of students that they value honesty as a
moral vi rtue.Frequent
cheating is admitted by forty per cent or more
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(of the students)
at a large number
of colleges,
often with no
apology or sense of wrongdoing."
'I'his scathing
indictment
of college students is apparently
wellIou nded, but to get a true picture of the situation
we must look at
another fuctor+-thc
natu re of our society. Today, a great emphasis
is
placed on "gening
ahead" in the business
world. Business practices,
either illegal or bordering
on the dishonest,
are frequent.
Tax loopholes, over-pricing
of articles,
and loan-sharking
are recognizee! by
most adults only as ways of rnaking "the almighty dollar."
In a society that condones this kind of behavior, why should we
be shocked
when we learn
of students
cheating?
They are only
imitating
the conduct
of adults.
Dr. Edward
D. Eddy,
jr., vicepresident
and provost
of the University
of New Hampshire,
told a
discussiou
group that cheating
throughout
the country
"has become
Cl part: of t:he student
cu lturc-c-it's t:aken for granted."
Clear] y, if this is the condition
of our society, then the "honor
system" has no place in it.. This is not to say that the honor system is
"UL a good system, only that: it is ideal istic, Before such a system can
be' ir.stitutcd
jn our schools, the opinions of society on what is honest
:,,·1 ('i,;"o"e;,t must be radically
changed.

Vicki Kessinger
I,'ace that

must

press

against

the cold

damp

stones,
Swollen lips kissing the razor's edge,
Tender Iee lingwrappcd
in barbed wire,
Seared conscience galloping through cow pastures
The ernbacc of severed arms.

sweat

of roughly-hewn
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Maybe Today Will Be the Day
Ron Hostetler

Tiny brass bells gaily tinkled

as the weathered

door

swung open and let the early
morning sunlight splash upon
yellow-stained

tiles.

Scurry-

ing into his small bookstore,
old Mr. Mcleeters

slammed

the door to keep the biting
November wind from frosting
his waiting friends.
today

will

friends.

"Maybe

be the day, my

Maybe, today," whis-

pered the grinning

old man

as he gazed at the thousands
of books in the shop. Returning his greetings
ways

smiles

were

with sidewalls

of

Shelley and Frost, Bronte and
Dickens, and Verne and Bradbury;
.hooks

all

were

waiting

special day.

for

friendless
that

one

~h0iL'SCI(JI'T';

/\I't.er placing
his worn homburg
UpOl1 a wicker chair,
Ml'.
McFeeter:" cleaned his rou nd, Larnished spectacles and squinted
at the
tattered
p ockct-mvstcties
and pyramids
of novels that lined the front:
window. A sma l l, sun-bleached
card welcomed passersby
to browse in
Mclceters'
Bookstore. In front of this tin)' shop swarmed the pushing,
crowding,
rush ing people of the city. NOl:le appeared to have the time
to care about or even notice the person
beside him. And yet, all
seemed propped up and kept Irom falling by each other. As he turned
smiling Irom the window, Mr. Md~'eeters wondered il today would be
the day they would slow their pace and care to see a waiting world.
Ah, yes. Maybe

today.

Beneath a bare, swinging lightbulb,
hunched the old ma u gluillg
the broken spine of an aging, wrinkled Milton. Stacks of other books
covered the small table like Gold marb!e monuments
in an orchard of
death: monuments
to ideas once alive, vital, needed, but now seemingl Y dead and forgotten.
Front an empty shelf Lwo tireless clocks eucl: shouted
out the
seconds,
hours, weeks, and decades that limped past this time-forgotten shop. But inside, time stood motionless,
Irozen and encased in
leather
and cardboard
coffins,
Buried in rows along the walls lay
proud
Homans,
courageous
knights,
lonely
martyrs,
advenLurous
pioneers,
and heroic soldiers:
buried
and forgotten
were JIIen of
strength
and courage and desire, men preserved
in towers of words
high above the crowded, suffocating
city.
The old man remembered
how these towers of faded ink, yellowi ng pages, and dried glue once held out to man a sparkli ng world
of warm summer days when there was time to take a Sunday stroll,
time to eat colton candy beside a lnerry-go-l'ound
and listen to a
German band concert while children played. But now these gifts of life
lay unopened,
unwanted.
Maybe man might someday
slow his run,
stop, and look into a world which was again motionless
and clear-a
world not blurred and covered by the linking arms of the crowd.
As the hours passed, strangers
drifted in and out of the small
shop: it businessman
spending
time before a conference,
iI shopping
housewife wanting a d ime mystery to read on the bus, a messenger hoy
searching
for some comics, more shoppers,
more businessmen,more
people from the crowd.
few would browse along the shelves, curious
to touch the stiffening
bindillg of an unfarniliar
Frost, to smell the
cinnamon
aroma of a rnellow ing novel, or to turn the ern Illbling pages
of a dust-covered
Poe. But most were content to rummage
through the
j~
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shallow boxes of paperbacks
upon a long row of sagging tables. \Vhy
be bothered with dust-collecting
books when paperbacks
of mysteries
and romances are more convenient '?
Leaning back in his wicker chair, Mr. McFeeters
watched a young
boy scuffle along a wall thumping
the friendless
hooks as if he had a
stick gaily tapping along a picket fence. If only the boy would stop,
spin, grab a book-any
book-and
explore
its pages, open his eyes.
But, no. Man's mind seems slarnmed shut, locked, bolted. The door is
too thick with rust forman
to see and hear and smell and taste
and feel what waits outside.
Above the strawberry,
lemon, and blueberry-clothed
shoppers,
agillg books wept tears of dust.
At five o'clock the clocks chimed, one a few seconds after the
other. It was time to close, time to leave his friends who still remained
in their dusty home. None had left to gladden a heart or strengthen
a
man or pry open a mind. As he grasped
the brass door-knob,
Mr.
McFeeters
turned and smiled at the lonely walls of books. Maybe
tomorrow would be the day. Ah, yes. Maybe tomorrow ....
Tiny brass belIs sadly tinkled as the door slowly closed.

/

May Snow
Nancy
May has a time of rniddle age
'When sweetness dies in slanting
A nd drifts the drive.

showers

Pink withering tongues chatter clown the road
And lap at pools left by the rain.
'I'he Apple tree waves heavy arms and sighs
Like a man who has lived too long,
And buxom, seedy-faced forsythia
Stand, their dyed and brass), hair all in their eyes.

Baxter
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deep well
rick stout
The spitball caught him just below the ear. It was a particularly
juicy
specimen,
and retaliation
seemed in order.
So he built it
monstrous, wet masterpiece
andlaunchecl
it at his adversary.
He was so intent on his target that he didn't notice that the
teacher was watching him.
Them issile connected, but only with the other boy's sleeve.
"I think you'd best stand in the corner for a while," the teacher
said.
He

rose,

hurt,

and

started

toward

the

corner.

Halfway

there,

he stopped and faced the teacher. "But. .. "
"t'\o but's. Stand in the corner."
He went to the corner and stood there, hoping to fabricate
some
diabolical
revenge
to inflict on his tormentor
and, if possible,
the
teacher.
The walls were of concrete
block. He searched
for patterns in
the pores, and found a few, most of them letters which he completed
with an imaginary
crayon. He followed the seams, imagining
them. to
be roads leading away from the corner.
The class was struggling
with difficulties
experienced
by Dick
and .lane, who were trying to extract Puff from a tree.
"Why doesn't Sally help?" someone asked.
"Because she's just a baby," the teacher said.
"My Mommy's
going to the hospital
to get a baby soon." He
recognized Janie Pruitt's voice. "Daddy says she won't be so fat then."
"That's 'cause the baby's inside her," one of the boys said.
"That's enough. Raise your hands if you want to speak."
"Miss Harris?"
"Yes, Iunie."
"How'd the baby get inside Mommy?"
"Maybe you'd better ask your MorlTmy. I never had allY babies.
I don't know."
He knew how the baby had gotten inside
re didn't think he should display the knowledge.

Janie's
Mommy, but
Especially
while he

was standing

had

in the corner.

Anyway,

his cousin

told him

not to

tell anybody. It would have been fun to tell, though.
"See Puff. Puff is ... high in the tree," one of the boys read.
JIe wished he could ask why Dick didn't just climb the tree and get
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Puff down, but he didn't think he should, while he was standing in the
corner.
You weren't supposed to say anything while standing in
the COIner. It was like not being there at all. It had never occurred to
him that the class went on no differently when he wasn't there. He
began to feel small and to wish he hadn't thrown the spitball.
Especially since he'd missed.
"Dick climbs the tree," one of the girls was reading now.
That was more like it. That was what he should have done in the
fi rst place. He wished he cou ld say so.
I-Ie tried to focus his attention
on the seams
again.
But they didn't look much like roads now, and the one which ran from
the floor to the ceiling seemed to go up forever when he was standing
this close to it. He wondered if the class knew how high it went
up when you stood this close.
"Now, can you tell me one good reason why I should let you
break the rules in class?" The teacher was directly behind him.
"No, ma'am."
She nodded. "Take your seat."
He resumed his seat and looked through his reader for the page
from which the class had been reading. And he put up his hand to
ask why Dick hadn't climbed the tree in the first place.

/
Street-endless,
frozen, empty
trees-c-spearlike, rigid, numb
night-cutting,
knifing, blackened
stop light-hanging,
blinking, warm ngCrucified.
for whom?
Elessa Hig'1

The preacher
Attempted to turn on the light,
But the bulb had burned out.
Jerry Frederick
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Mari Lynn Massarelli

By August it always seemed as though rain had forsaken Hackensack, New Jersey,
forever.
The flower beds were parched,
and the
leaves on the tiny maple trees had already begun to turn brown. The
grass in front of our garden
apartments
was withered
and yellow,
anxiously
awaiting
the winter snow which would cover its bleached
ugli ness. The superintendent's
"Keep
Off the Grass"
sign stuck
forlornly
in the center of the yard and prompted
visitors to remark
wearily,
"Whut grass?"
Here and there, however,
life persisted
in
spite of the draught.
Late summer flies hovered near windows, and at
twilight there was always the sound of brown miller moths butting
themselves gently against the screen door.
My favorite haunt as a small child was a spot adjacent
to the
apartment
next to ours. Small
tables
with turquoise
and white
umbrellas
stood precariously
secured in the cement. There was also a
small wooden swing, and if one swung high enough,
he could just
see the tops of the umbrellas.
Young women sat at the tables drinking
coffee and talking
of their children.
But as a rule, no one came
before lunch. I would sit and swing with my mind empty and my
eyes closed, conscious only of the warm sun as it penetrated
my thin
cotton dress. I swung lazily, holding on with one hand and brushing
my foot against the Queen Anne's lace that grew Irom the cracked
cement. On 1lI.y left, the wild roses which had somehow managed
to
survive the heat clambered up the side of the building. I often wondered
which flowers had the worse time of it: the roses which climbed the hot
brick wall, or the weeds which pushed resolutely
through the cracks
in the pavement.
Recently I visited again the place where I had spent the first five
years of lny life. The apartments
seemed to have shrunk
in size,
although they still appeared
to be fairly new. The swings and umbrellatables were gone; the cracked cement had been replaced
with blacktop. J vy covered the wall which once had been decorated
with wild
roses. All was changed. Nothing of the elusive atmosphere
remained.
Nothing,
that: is, save the memory of it, as fragile and as persistent
as the Queen Anne's lace which had grown there in a Iormer time.

Leaves are plagues
Little demons scurrying over the earth
Wrinkled and rusted
Diseased.
Hoarsely whispering, "death, death."
Then flying like Furies

Infecting the sky, a sickly gray
Hitting the windows blindly, seeking entrance
Then covering the grou ncl with pestilence
killing autumn.
Elessa Hi:.dl
"
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the scoreless game
Charles
I am

a quarterback

from

Middle

Tennessee

E.Armistead

playing

for

the

Bullets, a professional
football
team. Today,
we played
a football
game with the Reds. The game plan we used was to control
the ball
when in our territory
and to throw the bomb while in the enemy's
territory.
Coach Johnson kept emphasizing
this plan all morning
and
in pre-game warm-ups.
His reason was that the Reds as a team are
weak physically
and that their pass defense is very poor. "Coach"
did
not want the scouts from the Chinese Bandits and the Big Bears, the
two toughest rivals of the Bullets, to see our maj or strategy.
I think
that this plan stinks, but we can win the game this way as well as
keep our top weapons secret.
As the ganle started, the Reds rolled all over us, but they did not
score. Eventually,
we discovered that this was not going to be an easy
victory. Their offense hit our defense very hard with the draw-plays,
the screen pass, little flares, as well as dives and sneaks. The Reds
controlled
the ball the first ten minutes
of play. We substituted
an
entire new squad for the tired defense and re-established
our defensive
plan. We were using a five-man line, but because their running
game
was so successful,
we switched
a six-man
line. This slowed down
their effectiveness nearly fifty percent.
We followed the game plan very closely,
and thus
started clicking in the early seconds of the second quarter.
ball on our own five-yard line, we ran a fullback
sweep
left end to the twenty-yard
line for a gain of nine yards.
wedged our fullback
through
the line over right guard
twelve yards.
The next series of running
plays carried
forty-five
yard line. The fans were cheering
us onward,
KILL! DESTHOY!"

the offense
Taking the
around the
We then
and gained
us to our
"STOMP!

We then went to our next phase of the ganle plan of throwing the
long bomb pass to open up the secondary.
By opening up the secondary, we would loosen their defense and thus could run more. Each of
my four passes failed to connect with my receivers.
Thus, the passes
did not open up the running game.
During
the rest of the first half,
happened.
We would drive to the forty

practically
the same thing
or fifty yard line and then
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try with

no success

to bomb

the enemy

with

passes.

Every

time

we

passed the fifty, we were penalized
five yards for illegal procedure.
I wanted
to run through
the enemy
OJ)
the ground,
but Coach
Johnson would not let me. So, I stuck to the original game plan, and

o.

the result at halftime was the Bullets 0 and the Reds
The score was not the only result of the first half. As we ran off
the field at halftime,
the crowd
showed
its disapproval
of our
strategy by booing the players and coaches. It was also demoralizing
to the players
because
they were not ahead of one of the weakest
teams in the league.
Here we were, the best team in the league, and we
could not even kick a field goal. It was also demoralizing
to hear
those shouts of disapproval
major portion
of the crowd.

because they continuously
Even in the locker room

came from a
we could hear

the anti-Hul let yells growing louder all the time.
As I walked into the locker room, 1 took my helmet off my head
and sat down. Suddenly,
I realized the type of ball they are playing
in Southeast

Asia.

If I could see his tired hody lying still,
'iVith one thin blanket

in cool, darkened

room;

If my eyes touched his, closed in tender rest;
His limbs easily lain;

his black hair mussed;

Then-if
I could see him suchI could not say, "I do not love."
For I would lay my nightgowned-self
on his
A nd surely clasp his warm, soft- beating breast.
Then lying quiet face to his, if he
Slept on, 1 would, gazing mild, love his peaceful faceLove so much his gentle breathing,
1 could not leave,
Nor cease to share our lives.
Dear body-never
sleeping seem; loved by me,
Yet lying faithfully
apart-I
could not view you long,
But gathering hope, would bless togetherness.
Dear home-who
warm enfolds his spirit good,
As I would him-gentle
calm my fears,
And for love of what I have not
Let me live as though I had.
Diana

Day Harrison
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The discovery
of identity through poetry:
a butterfly alighting
Oil a book of poems breeze-blown
open to a song of butterflies
that by chance touches with quivering Ieeier
his printed name.

FOUl"

Adrian

Poems

Ford
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A window is drawn in and hooked
against the first rumbling of a storm.
A thunderclapA web in the window trembles.
Out from the center squat high on stilt legs quickly
comes the spider to pinch dead his prey.
Concentric rings of words hang
in the mind of the poet who waits
to capture ennui in his web
and suck its name.

I want to feel beauty grandeur
as one who has climbed tiers of steps
and risen above the traffic and cross-movements

of crowds

pauses on the circumference
of a rotunda
and feels the cool space in the dome
rest on his shoulders blessing him with awe.

On the wave-slapped
pier of his identity
on a plank road to the continent behind
between two stout pilings at the end
action and passivity
the poet kneels.
His brain he lays on seawater out-sliding
on what Freud called the oceanic feeling
of general compassion.
His brain itself bobbing like a sea bottle
holding the scrol led-u p message of desires
he found he somehow had written in code
his brain itself bobbing like a sea bottle
for months will ride the waves of verbal being
to be swept in and crash on an unknown shore
(the limit of a continent of experience
the wave-slapped
moment of his reader's
and lying in the broken glass
in the center of prismatic implications
the meaning will slightly
slowly
uncurl.

perception)

/
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The "feeling"
was setting in once more
I knew it was time to go.
For, when anticipation.
is the catalyst
of rejection
fidence comes in pints and fifths,
your only escape is physical.
No one conquers the "feeling."
It conquers you,
it is a plague, that spreads within a man
and sows the seed of doubt in the furrows of ability.
Its antidote is solitude.
Its cure is the sleep.

Michael

and

con-

Moore

MY AUTUMNS
Karlis

Rusa

Now that the falling of the year is with us again, my thoughts
naturally
turn to remembrances
of past autUI1UIS. This latter season
of the year has a personal, albeit rather nebulous, significance
for me.
It is true that I cannot remember
having had any especially
vivid autumnal
impressions
during childhood.
Nevertheless,
at least
two different aspects of the season were clear to me: bitterl y cold and
rainy days, and still-warm
days of quickly fading sun and of revels
mnong myriads of dry leaves.
It was not until about three years ago that I first really opened my
senses to autumn. I observed the magical quiteness of early mornings
when all is covered with a thin layer of frost. I saw reminiscences
of
summer in the still-blooming
marigolds
and petunias,
undaunted
by
cold nights. And I marveled
at a slowly forming sense of adventure,
inexplicably
brought on by the smell of distant burning leaves and the
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sight of a golden-brown

haze surrounding

Jar trees like an aureole.

This was a time of long bicycle rides and walks clown roads
where overhead
and underfoot
were only leaves, leaves, leaves. There
was sun-drenched
weather,
and there was grey and bleak weather,
during which the leaves decayed
almost: visibly. There were nights
of deep darkness,
and nights of clear cold stars. The strange mood
that was by now a part of me was heightened
when T discovered
certain
tales by Ray Bradbury,
whose concept
of "the October
Countl'y"-"where
noons go quickly, dusks and twilights linger, and
midnights
stay"-worked
on me like a oharm. It cannot be denied
that the impressions
1 received therefrom
were mostl y macabre,
and
for some time I fanci full y imagined
gobli ns scurryiug
through
the
leaves.

A year afterward,
I came upon lR.R. Tolkien's Fellowship oj the
Ring, where, in places, are presented other splendors of autumn. Here
I found strange
and beautiful
imagery,
with murmuri ng willows
listlessly
losing their goldell foliage, and light mists gathering
on the
edges of autumnal
forests at evening. My viewpoint now was quietly
heed of its Halloween-like
tinge, which was supplanted
by a mystical
conception
of Elves wandering
through
the leaf), land of rnythic
EriacloL
By this ti me hopelessly
(but happily) romantic
ill all my thinking, I began to cultivate
a taste for straying
outdoors
on autu mn
nights. One such walk will linger long in Tn)' memory.
It was a gloomy November
evening,
already
quite dark. The
air was warm for the time of year, and 1 recall its strangely
comforting wetness. 1 walked slowly and aimlessly through little silent alleys
and streets, from shadow into shadow. Then for a long time I stood
beneath a tree now bare of leaves, its wet branches outstretched
in the
ghostly light of a solitary street lamp a few teet away. T hardly I(]lOW
what thoughts
and images passed through J11Y mind as I stood there,
inhaling the pleasant dampness.
Such were the ingredienLs of it scene (I can scarcely call it all
episode)
about which J think often. Eadl year 110W I enter into <1
slightly different
mood as autumn comes around to its place ill the
cycle of seasons. Each year I notice some aspect of auturnn that: 1
have not known before. Yet, I have never tried to determine
why 111<11
season holds a peculiar
me.m iug {or me. I have joy in subjectivity,
and I will always have joy ill the various shades in weather, color,
and atmosphere
that inc part of autumn.

/
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A CHILD'S ALLEY
Bonnie

Person nett

Some people search all their lives for a place they can call
their own. I had only to open a door, step out, and I was in my place.
Lonely children often seek security in odd places;
Illy place was an
alley.

I
This particular
alley, lny alley, ran beside the apartment
building where I lived. At one end it opened into a small side street, at the
other end into the busiest street in the city. It had been paved and
repaved but its surface was still marred by irregular
ruts and holes.
The alley was a breeding place for flies, mosquitoes,
weeds, and dirt.
Cardboard
boxes, tin cans, litter of every sort collected
along its
sides and spilled into the narrow passageway.
The alley trapped the
wind and forced it to swirl and whirl the papers
and garbage,
blowing dirt around my feet and into my eyes.
The view from. the doorway was limited. Directly across the alley
were several rusty oil drums used for holding
garbage,
and beyond
them was a gas station with its j angles, screeches,
and shouts. But
the view upward was unobstructed
and limitless. The sky seemed bluer
and higher when compared with the filth of the alley below.
There wasn't much to do in the alley or many ways to occupy
my time. Often I'd playa
kind of handball
against the wall of the
apartment.
Sometimes
I'd catch the ball, but more often than not, it
would careen off the wall and bounce down the alley, ricocheting
from one rock to another, until it finally stopped in a clump of weeds
or under a parked car. Naturally,
this game was quite tiring, and I
sought quieter ways of keeping busy. As most young children
do, I
invented
imaginary
playmates.
The alley was transformed,
to suit
Illy mood, into a wild jungle,
Sherwood
Forest,
or Captain
Hook's
pirate ship.
The dirt turned to sand, the litter to tiny animals,
and
the ugliness to beauty.
On rainy days, the ruts filled with water and became my own
private wading pools. Tiny rocks and bits of glass stuck to the bottom
of my feet as I hopped from one puddle to the next. Oil formed greasy
rainbows
on the top of the water, rainbows
that shimmered
ancl
caught the sun and changed back to oil when I tried to touch them.
The rain cleansed
the rocks and weeds, then left them to dry in
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the dust-laden
breeze.
The alley was a private
me alone.
loneliness

world

which

It was my buffer
of childhood.

by a passing

existed

to protect

..

and comfort

against the real world, the terrors
I was master; my reign was interrupted

car or my mother's

cal I.

and
only

YOU DAHE N01' AWAKE

Karlis

Rusa

Dark. Thc window curtains are drawn, and there arc but a few
shadows, for clouds obscure the moon. Yet, a blacker and more solid
shadow
than the others
is creeping
almost
imperceptibly
toward
someone who sleeps Oil 11 heel. No restful sleep is this, but one tensed
HI sornc
ever present
[ear. T, who am. watching,
a lso feel that all
is 1101: well.
Quiet.

j lis

a time

of night

when

not

even

lhe

floor

creaks,

--~--~- ------~----------~---------
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when everything
I, the watcher;

is drugged
the moon,

with sonmolence.
Yet, three are awake-evilly smirking
through
the cloud-l ayer;

and the noiseless black figure that has now stopped by the bed and is
staring at the sleeper. Malignity
and ghastly glee are in that intense
stare.
The sleeper as well no doubt senses it, for he shivers inadvertently. The figure
(The douds

bends over him. and gazes directly
are airnlessly

moving

and hovering

into his visage.
about the moon.]

What can he be dreaming
of? I shall pass into his mind and se(~
.. But not for long can I endure the unspeakable
phantasms,
the
abysmal
wastes, the tenebrous
charnel
pits that I find there. Such
things

ought not to be, not even in dreams.
Now, deep within the sleeper there begins to grow another fear,
no longer
mercifully
vague;
it soon dispels all dreams and drives
relentlessly
on toward
waking. He stirs uneasily.
Each moment the
fear becomes
more specific
until it forms a Face, one which he
strangely
knows and dreads.
He shudders
again, m.ore violently.
A
train of half-dreaming
thought
forms, and he again beholds scenes
and other faces that are a part of his fear. But superimposed
on
all is the Face.
"Do not wake!"

I cry to him;

but he does not hear.

After

all, am

[ real l y there? In truth, who am I? But it does not matter.
(The moon glows through the clouds with a sick pallor.)
The man OIl the bed is nearly awake. His drowsy vision still is
haunted
by the Face--then
all overwhelming
rush of incomprehensible terror shakes him, and his mind, perhaps hearing my warning at
last, shouts, No, no, I will not open my eyes, I must not, 'II cover my
head!
Suddenly
his eyes are open,
realize it, until, in a dreadful
Rash,
Face really is before him, with the
me) expressing
mad, triumphant
belongs this Face raises its clawlike

but for a moment
he does not
comes searing understanding:
The
blotched features
(dimly seen by
malice.
And the thing to whom
hands, poised to pounce, and the

Face is ever coming closer, closer, still closer-(The clouds have parted, and the moon grins insanely.)
The man on the bed shrieks hoarsely
as the thing lunges

at him,

and all around rings horrendous
laughter.
Morning.
Silence reigns in the room, and sunlight
is pouriug
through
the curtained
window.
Someone
is on the bed, without
motion or life, the limbs contorted
grotesquely.
It is the sleeper, but
for some reason

T do not: want: to look upon his face.
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The Importance

of Obligation
Dave Head

/

Dull, cold, and comfortless,
the day seemed
to take on the
darkness
of shadows
from passing
clouds
and give a feeling
of
ominous might to the reality of nature. I was completely
alone, except
for Tny dog, as I walked to the woods behind my country house that
day. It was spring;
the trees had filled with green and the entire
woods was a mass of odors. The sweet yet sour odors, mixed together,
seemed to present the organic truth of nature, like the reality of life's
sweet and sour, which is often hard to take, but which constitutes
the
truth none-the-less.
It was because
I had been doing
some deep
thinking that I had gone to the woods that day. I wanted to be alone,
to think about many things which had been bothering
me, and the
woods was always my favorite place to go.
Although
wearing only a thin coat I never noticed the cold, nor
was I concerned
by the rain which began seeking pathways
down
through the branches overhead.
Seeking to be alone, I had, by what
psychologists
call the act of expansion,
made the small woods into a
large forest. Walking
in endless circles, crossing
the same fence at
different
points, emerging
into a low pasture
from a new direction
each time, I finally sought to be even more alone. Remembering
a
giant, hollow tree I soon found myself in it, protected finally from the
sight and even sound of passing automobiles
on a nearby highway.
Now I was enclosed, at last, surrounded
by four walls of solid wood,
and sheltered from the rain, which still fell outside. I thought
of the
tree, of how it must have been home to countless
squirrels,
racoons,
birds,
and insects-an
exclusive
motel for a myriad
of nature's
transient
guests. Like me, they would live for a period of time upon
this earth and then be gone; the thought struck me suddenly.
I dug into the soft earth of the floor of the tree's hollow abdomen
and my hands brought
up shells. To find shells-skeletons
of onceliving
aquatic
animals-in
the earth
of a central
Indiana
wood
seemed an absurdity,
but I knew that ages ago the place could have
been a lake, or even a sea, and that now I held souvenirs
of creatures
even more primitive
than the squirrels
or insects. But they all had
made this tree, or this area of earth, their home, even as I now made
a resting place. I was somehow translated
by the thoughts
of my mind
into a belief that the falling of rain, the coldness
of air, even the
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appearance
of a thousand
snail shells, was only an illusion, only all
analogue
to the natural
course of events and the pattern of thought
which must, or should at one time run through
the mind of every
young person when he begins to realize something called obligation.

I though about a young man-a
boy who was always rather shy
and sensitive;
one who, having a great many ideas, and su re in his
belief, had nevertheless
drifted through
seventeen years of life without seeing any clear purpose,
or creating any true direction Irorn all
he had ever fel t, thought,

or learned.

This young 11111nhad once heard
someone
say: "Commercial
artists make a lot of money," and the idea had been pleasing to him.
During the summer between his junior and senior years in high school
he had enrolled in a summer course at an art institute. Sketching and
sizing up proportions
of obese nude models, he felt he was nearing the
reality of worthy accomplishments
and that no further goal was to b,
sought. But one hot summer day, as he sat upon the floor of the art
institute and sketched hanging drapery, he was given a sudden insight
into the truth.
Beside him a girl, a fellow student,
also sat, and
together they talked, sketched drapery,
and smoked endless cigarettes.
Then the instructor
came by and said, "My! I'd say you two needed
an ash can." Perhaps
the words were insignificant,
but suddenly as he
looked over the floor at the numerous
cigarette
butts and at the face
of the laughing
girl, he was struck with the absurdity
of his situation.
"What am I doing here?" he asked himself. The only answer he could
give to himself was "nothing."
And upon asking himself the question
"\Vhat is money?" he would not be able to answer but would later
come to think of money as being like the food a snail or squirrel eats
Food will feed snails and squirrels,
and money can let a man live, C11n
buy food which will let blood pulse through his body until the day he
dies and his organic self rots away. But he felt that mankind
should
be something
more than a snail, something
rnore than an animal or a
piece of vegetation.
There was an obligation
which each man had to
his fellow man, an obligation
which this yOL1ng man was beginning
to feel.

As I satin
the hollow of the tree on that spring day I turned m)'
thoughts
[rom that young man, and began to think about an old muu,
to whom the voung jnun had a deep obligation.
Moving as rapidly u·;
the falling rain outside rny wooden charnber, time seemed tome tn Iie
a dreadful
enemy, and a thief who WOL1ld not hesitate 1.0 take away
Irom one's life anylhing he could lay his cold fingers upon. "\Vould it
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not ])e my own heinous crime," I thought, "if I should let time steal
Irorn me, even as he has taken from me before? And if I, ignoring the
old man r am to someday become, should not use every moment and
every day to their fullest worth, shall I not be aiding time in that
robbery of a poor old man ?Will
not that oldman,
someday sitting
in a silent and almost visionless
world, look out through
his milky
eyes at a spring
day and wish, with much sadness,
that he had
walked more often in appreciation
when he had had the hody and the
senses of a youth? And more important,
would he not deeply regret,
in the smallness
of an aged man's capacity to do any good, or even
evil, to his fellowman,
if he had neglected
as a youth a thousand
opportunities
and a thousand
obligations
to help others?"
If only for
the sake of an old man's conscience, the importance
of the obligation
could no longer be denied in Illy mind.
The importance
of an obligation
can make many changes in one's
life. The young man, having realized he wanted to go to college in the
fall, but that coming from a poor family he would need money, was
given strength,
in the strength
of his obligation,
to find ways and
means. Always weak, he received strength to work that summer as he
had never worked in his life. He, who once read Professor
Van Loon's
three-inch thick volume, The Arts, for the simple enj oyment of it now
sweated as a laborer on a construction
crew. He, who had once been
in love and had written sonnets, now dug a ditch and paid respect to
his Joreman-a
man who could neither read nor write his own name.
He, who once lazed away summer
afternoons
sketching
old women,
and telling lies to a girl he would never meet again, found himself
sitting atop a 70-foot steel tower on a windy summer day and thanking God he was a Christian, just in case he did fall.

The kid loved his ice-cream

cone,

But it melted
Before

he could

eat it.
Jerry

Frederick
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Lines Written

in a Low Mood
Henry

We live black forever in a hate
So blinding that it kills all hope:
A hate that makes us bleed
And scream in an anguish known
Only to the bleak regions of dark.
Why are we not what we ought to be?
Why, like foul farm animals,
Do we claw and dig in a filthy yard?
We are the decayed teeth of time;
We are a dream unfulfilled
and dead.

Greenberg

/
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i\ VE MARlA
Clare Baptisti
'Wberewas
dosed;

no hying

tbe
pan

flood
sizzle,

of

sun'?

The

no eellophane

heavy

curtains

cri1;kle,

were

still

not even the hot

coffee stink. The hall was too quiet for summer.
Mother's flannel robe came up beside me. Why was her hair still
hung in frizzy ringlets?
"Your father's
IHlving

chest

pain

is here."
The hall got darker;
I felt numb,
"Is it bad this time'?"
1 choked.
and come out to the flood of sun.
"\Ve'll
have to see whaL

this

m()rning,

1 wanted

DI.'. Martz

says.

dear.

Dr. Mart>

to go back
Now

get

to bed
dressed,

please; I'll go make the eoffee."
.
Always coffee, and always so mattcr-of-Iact.
I felthoL and 111ad.
[ had wanted to yank open the thick velvet curtains. I knew what was
outside-the
flood of SUIl, the green poolwaLer
and chlorine
tickle,
the hot grass under my toes. But instead I crept back behind my
door and hunched on the radiator.
J felt eold and numb all over.
There were voices in the hall, then a siren from far way opened
up wide and screamed
louder and louder, began to grow I, and then
stopped dead. I heard the gravel jump in the driveway. I didn't look
out, It was the shady side of the house, anyway.
Clickety·clack
went
the metal bars 011 the stairs, and then Daddy's g;l1y Iace all bundled
in a gray blanket
and bumping
over tho flagstone
walk out front.
The white ambu lance swallowed him. up. [was sorry I'd looked.
Daddy was lying UDder a cellophane
Lent when we w"lkedin.
He
wasn't gray like before, but Iris head looked skin n y on the [at white
pillow, and the rest of him was lost sOlnewhe!'e in the cold sheets. A
whoosh like somebody
sucking in bubble gl.lLll, and then a hiss like a
snore was coming horn the tent. Daddy's ll'louth was shut, hut sLill the
tent whooshed
and hissed, over and over. .. whoosh, hiss. I dug Jny
toe deep into the cracked linoleum and wished it would stop.
[ saw two thick white nurses shoes upside dow.n ill the doorway.
The g:irl in them had pl at inum bangs and black foots where her hal
was hobhv-p inncd. Hor eyes jumped up and down the panel ol shiny
dials ill the corner. \,(lhell he!' thick wllite shoes started 01.11. the door
they ran right into two puddles
of black pal.eul. leather.
T1H~ shi n v
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patent toes squeaked
past and came inside. I looked up for
Ryan's
winking
blue eyes, but I stopped
at the tiny silver
iJanging on the crucifix behind his fingers.

Father
.lesus,

Father lifed the tent and sprinkled
all around inside with a thick
silver pencil. I heard Latin words all run together in a hum-c-l ike in
church, when Miss Martin died. Was Daddy going to die?
I wondered
in church and

what it was like to wear black and sit in the front pew
cry and hold Mother's
arm. Would she cry'? I saw

shiny hearses and a big cemetery, and brass coffin handles. My 110se
filled up with the smell of damp funeral flowers and made my head
ache. The Latin hum roared through
my ears. The floor got blurry
and my eyes started
to overflow.
I tried to stop-1
looked at the
ceiling-but
the flowers and Latin hum slushed around
and around
inside and crashed down on me. The hot tears stung my face.
Father's
arm was wrapped
around my neck, I was right on the
toes of his patent leather shoes and the little Jesus was cold against
tn.y cheek. The Lati n hum was gone. I looked up the road of bu ttons
on his black shirt. A glassy blue eye winked back down. The cold little
Jesus against my cheek felt good; I squeezed up beside it. Father said
the baby Jesus wouldn't
let Daddy die. I started
to whisper
my
Hail Mary's.

-:

Snail Talk
Russell
Look at that ant a-runnin',
it's pitiful but true,
That ant is not a-knowin' where he's a goin' to.
Lord, look how fast he's goin', so nimble and so quick,
A-passin' over everything I cloubtif he can pick
The place that he remembers and considers best of all,
'Cause that old ant is too busy a-havin' himself a ball.
I'd rather be slow and steady and have no chance to fail,
Maybe 'cause l 'm deliberate,
but prob'Iy 'cause I'm a snail.

E. Gilliom

/.,

/£;1",';'

Wincly Jaunt
Diana Day Harrison

He caught me like a gay child wee
And clrew me clown beside him.
He plucked me poppies blowing free:
Beflowered my bonnet's straw hrim.
'Bove broad oaks bathedin
honey light,
O'er wind-whisked pastures, blades up,
Through iris fields-their
sleek coats brightBlanch stall ion-clouds fast gallop.
Lace ribbon lost-my
hair flew wild;
Fresh breezes flushed my cheeks' tan.
He caught me like a little child,
And kissed me Iike a woman.

-+6
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poem

for

kathy

Ilia Scholten

a

f
a

n
<Y

n

star
are you for me.
you were

twinkling

v
k

In the s
when

i looked

o-u-t of the window
last

11

night.

you smiled

e
III

on

a
me
broke
from

rn

I-o-o-s-e
the lightening

and

e

light

n

o my arms.
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Silence
Jan Ewing
Silence is an odd thing
Because it is so many things.

It can be maddening
Or gladdening.
There is a peaceful silence
That comes after a frantic day
Of hustling and bustling,
Of rat-races and mad chases
From here to there.
It settles down over you like a warm, enveloping

blanket,

And soothes the mind
With its mere tranquility.
There is the silence of lovers
When no words can express
Their thoughts,
Their dreams,
When they are happy just to be with each other
And need no talking to tell each other how they feel.
This is so simply because they are in love.
There is the silence of loneliness
That creeps in when you aren't watching,
That steals in because your mind has nothing to do.
It beats at you, throbs

in your brain.

It gnaws at your nerves, and nibbles on your sanity,
And makes you want to scream j list to break the silence
Because it is so loud.
There is the sacred silence of God.
It is holy.
It is peace.
It envelops your whole bei ng with its sanctity
And quiets your every shattered nerve.
It comes when the day's tensions have robbed
And it sooths the tired muscles

It is blessed.
It is everlasting.
This is silence.

you of your tranquility,

of your overworked

body.
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CINO'S HEIPAIW

Allel\ Srnith
Cillo was a good bO)T. His parents thought he was the finest boy
in the neighborhood.
When a neighbor
came to Gino's parents
and
told them he had seen Gino do something
wrong, they were indignant. After a while, the neighbors
gave up and nothing more was said
about Gi no to his parents. '1'0 his parents'
way of thinki ng, this was
proof that Gino was a good boy.
At eighteen he was the el dest of seven chi ldrcu in his family and
had lived Oil the lower east side of New York all his life. His father
owned a small grocery store, whose upstairs served as their home, on
East ~lrd Street. Even though Cine's parents had barely enough money
to feed and clothe all the children,
they managed
to have enough
"extra" money to give Gino when he wanted it.
Without
dollars.
His

giving his parents
a reason,
parents,
without
asking
for

money. Gino was a good
1l1oney for a purpose.

hoy,

they

Gino asked them for
a reason,
gave him

reasoned,

so he must

need

ten
the
the

Cino needed the money to pay for his initiation
into the "Para'
gons," a collection of misfits who got their kicks by taking out thr-i r
frustrations
on anyone or anything
that was near. That evening Gino
was to become arnember
of the "Paragons."
while

The inilial.ionwas
the "Paragons"

stolen ear,
he thought.

/

but

he

simple-Gino
was to steal a ear and wreck it
watched.
Gino did not hesitate
to smash the
was

not

satisfied.

\Vhy shouldn't

Gino pulled out his knife and walked
cars. He opened the door, reached inside,
his knife. As a paning
gesture, he slashed
gon" now!

he

do

more,

over to one of tlie parked
and slashed the seats with
the tires. He was a "Para-

Gino was swelled with self-importance
as l}(~walked up the stairs
house. The smile left his face as he opened
I.he door and
step peel iuside.
1.0 his

There, lying 011 the sofa, was his father. The doctor and Gino's
mother were standing
over him. The expression
on their faces was
one thut Ciuo did not understand.
The doctor lefl: Gino's mother and
\valked over to him. "Son, l 'rn sorry but your
father's
gone. It
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was a ilea rt attack."
Gillo's whole body was numb. Hc couldn't. speak or even cry out.
The the doctor spoke agai n. "Y OLl see, SOil, if I had been ablc to
get here sooner, 1 could have saved your father. I got here as fast as I
could after the car was repaired.
Some Iioodlums slit. thc tires on my
car about

an hour ago."

so
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THIS IS THE WAY
THE WORLD ENDS
a play in one act
Greg Shelton

[The stage is bare excepting a park bench, right center.
All characters in the play except David, J. Alamand Moore, and
the janitor are six fool' cardboard cutouts moved by people dressed
in black against the black backdrop.
The curtain rises, the janitor is sweeping the stage.]

Janitor:

I am not really a character in the play,
But a mere device of the youthful author,
I serve no purpose but to introduce and explain
Adding a comment now and then
(Only for my personal amusement).
What I say, do not take seriously,
For I am but a banal employee of society
Sweeping up its waste and refuse.
I read not the magazines and-day-old papers
That have been discarded.
I once read papers, and that is all that is needed.
All the rest is but repetition.
It bores me.
Enough of that.
Now the author spurs me on to my rightful duty,
To introduce the main characters:
(There are only two)
Entering now from stage right is the youthful hero, David.
(1 think the author identifies with him)
He carries under his arm a book of Poems
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Composed
Passages
David

by Noted Major
he has committed

writes,

Author.
to memory.

also.

Poetry.

He is sensitive, intelligent
(1 think the audience should like to identify
He now sits, crossing
He reads his favorite
From

with him.)

his legs.
passages.

Stage Left enters

the anti-hero,

or.

Alamand Moore.
All things good in society

he sees in himself

All th ings bad .in society he is.
Although he does not read books and plays
He religiously
(crosses himself) reads the holy reviews in
all important
Amen.
He befuddles

magazines.

himself

with wonderous

meaning

things insignificant.
He impresses himself only.
Count, if you will, cliches that he tosses.
(It may prove diverting
in the duller moments
Well, that just about

from all

of the play.)

takes care of it.

Oh, you will see others pass
Mainly to add traffic to the almost barren
Ah, but I almost forgot the most important

stage.
part:

The setting!
F or it is but twenty minutes before
The world does end
And all are so much aware of that fact,
Religion and drink seem outs for most,
Masses attend Mass
And Drunkards
Drink.
Ou r hero and anti-hero

search for Reason

but

Alas! they, too, shall die in the end,
And at their destruction
only one of them will know
The real reason for the end of the world.
(J. Al amrmd now crosses to David, looks with great
interest
Moore:

Ahem.

at the book,

he clears

his th roat.)

.:
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David:

(goes on reading)

Moore:

Ahern!

David:

(no response)

Nloore:

AHEM!

David:

(looks

Moore:

Is this seat taken?
A. tru I y insipid question.

Janitor:
David:

LIp, goes back to reading)

Are YOLl speaking
Indeed.

to me?

Moore:
David:

Oh. (goes back to book)

Moore:

(walks

Janitor:
Moore:
David:

at book) Ah, I see you're reading Poems by Noted
Major Author.
(waits for response.
none comes. he
continues)
That is undoubtedly
the greatest collection of the decade.
He once read in Newsweek; or Time.
Perhaps for all time.
(looks up briefly) What?

Moore:

All time. Perhaps

David:
Moore:
David:
Moore:
Janitor:
Moore:
David:
Moore:

Janitor:
Moore:
David:

(reads

around

bench,

sits next to David.)

(pauses)

(looks

for all time. I mean, we are III a good
position
to judge-·what
with the world
ending
soon, you know. (forces laugh)
on)

I say. Have you made preparation
(slams book shut)
Oh. I'm sorry.
He lies

Am I disturbing

for the END?
Are you going to talk?

you?
(sarcastically)
Oh, no. I can always read LATER.
(smiles
broadly)
I say, that IS a bit of a joke. (titters)
It must take some
courage to joke at a time like this. ,Vhat with the
world ending and all. Courage my boy, you seem
to have it. A nd wit. You are without question,
the
. . . . By the way I haven't introduced
myself,
I amI. Alarnand More ...
(For David's information
only, insomuch
as I introduced
hi ITl to the audience before.)
.. financeer extradordinary,
at your service. (offers hand)
I{CALLY'( (Does not shake)

MA N USCRIPTS
Moore:

Well, no, that's just a saying
Nothing more.
(Long pause)
(Moore grows impatient)
And your name?

David:
Moore:

David.
David-?
David.
And what is it you do David?
Do? Do'?

David:
Moore:
David:
Moore:
David:

5:3

"at your service,"

you know.

In the way of gainful employment,
you know.
Oh, that. Well, actucal ly I don't DO anything.
I am a
poet. That is I was a poet. But now there is no
reason to write. Beauty and Truth long since disappeared
from our society. And soon that wretched
little spinning
sphere shall cease. What good is a
poet then?
really! That's

Moore:

Well

Janitor:
Moore:

be optimistic ...
He once read in his Introduction
to Fine Literature class.
...
and look for good things in society. They are there,
ripe for picking, if only one recognizes them.

Janitor:
Moore:

quite a defeatist's

attitude.

Poets

should

IBID.
There

IS much beauty, truth, virtue, rightousness,
(as his
list grows longer, he slows down trying to think of
other good things.) courage, honor, liberty, faith ...
beauty-or
did I say that?
(at this time three characters
enter from stage left
-one,
a soldier carrying
a flag; another, a baker
carrying
an apple pie; the third, an aging Mother.
They march, in time, around the park bench, then

Moore:

exit. )
(continues).
Umm,
patriotism,
apple
pie,
and
MOTHERS.
Don't you see? There is actually
no
reason to give up. After all, they could be wrong,
you know. The world may still be here tomorrow.
You can never tell !

David:
Moore:
David;

So what if it is?
What if it is? Why ....
What has our society

produced

but hate,

wars,

and filth?
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Possessiveness,
property,
and money.
Nationalism
turns but to conceit. Meaningless
wars are fought.
over impractical
ideologies
where young men who
know nothing of life are ....
hopelessly sliced and gutted for the sake of flag. Can
there be glory
in this?
Potential
artists,
poets,
philosophers,
destroyed
in their budding
youth by
power-hungry
madmen.
Shameless,
wicked murders
that make past attrocities humane, ALL FOR FLAG!
(holding
his ears, starts singing rapidly,
almost a chant.)
0, beautiful for spacious skys
For amber waves of grain.
For purple mountains'
majesty
Above the fruited plain.
America! America!
God shed his grace on thee.
And crown thy good with brotherhood ...
(takes hands from ears, hears no more arguing. Stops song.)
[Note:
by the time Moore has reached
"brotherhood",
David's speech has been completed
a full two or
three seconds]
(soldier
re-enters.
A shot is heard. I-Ie falls dead.
Janitor
goes over to body, puts foot OIl chest of
soldier,
sings:
"from
sea to shining
sea." Then

Janitor:

For
And
The
For

sweeps body from stage.)
those who think David a bit extreme
beg to differ with his stand
author would like to offer this, his first opportunity
those among us who have since changed their opinion

From the beginning of the play
And now wish to dissociate themselves

horn

David,

His hero.
David:

Moore:
Janitor:

Please feel free to vacillate.
There is you r sacred patriotism
A mere device of power
To bend those to its will,
Those who have not a will of their own.
Yes, but we are the greatest
nation
that
the complete history of the world ...
His history

book said.

ever

was-Ill

lVL\
Moore:
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David:
Moore:

\Ve should have pride. What arc a few lives oompared
to the great things we have accomplishcd ?
(No answer)
Well?

David:

(disgusted-no

answer)

(A watermelon
man carrying
a watermelon
painted
as a flag centers, drops the watermelon
on stage. It
bursts. The janitor
now cleans up the watermelon
Janitor:

Moore:

David:
Moore:
David:

mess.)
If I were scorekeeper
I think I would undoubtedly
Gi ve round one to David.
J. Alamancl's arguments seem, oh! so thin
Besides, I don't like the general appearance
of him.
(pouting)
\Vell,
it is obvious
that we disagree
nationalism-but
what about the others-apple
andmothers?
How can you degrade apple pie?
Oh, I like apple pie. I like cherry pie better.
So do I.
It is not apple pie that is bad,
But what is done in the Name
Of Apple Pie!
Apple Pie that to you is so sweet
ls pure profit for bakers, and that is all they care of.

Da vicl:

Have you noticed in the past few years how
The apples are fewer, the crust thinner,
The pie pan a full inch shorter?
This is American ENTERPRISE!
But money is the foundation
of our society.
Yes! Money, that sacred silver that causes

Moore:
David:

and envy.
Half of your life is wasted gathering it,
The other half sitting guard over it
So no one else may partake of yow- shiny metal.
A_ penny saved is a penny earned!
I once knew a chap who was, in every sense, industrious

Janitor:

"A n A rnerican Enterprise
Story."
(holds pose)
This is going to be a rather long speech

Moore:

about
pie

hatred,

greed,

...
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David:

Moore:
David:
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So please make yourselves comfortable.
Parts are rather amusing, (in a sadistic wa y)
But if you don't know where to laugh and such,
Please watch me...
I've seen it many a time and know where and how much.
One day he decided to build a guillotine in his back yard.
It was a masterfully constructed device patterned after the
famed guillotine that beheaded important figures
en France circa 1790's. Well, after he completed it
(a mammoth construction it was, almost twenty
feet high), he searched the neighborhood for stray
dogs. On Saturday mornings he would decapitate
them. At first only curious neighbors watched the
spectacle, but the news soon spread and hundreds
were crowding his lawn. Now he began charging
admission. Later he added a night show with colored
lights producing a new, glorious effect.
He sold small song and chant books so that during the
proceedings the audience could take part. He offered
a free ticket for him who was first to wash his hands
in the still warm blood from lopped-off head.
He did this not because he disliked dogs, but because
he liked money better. And money such as he had
never seen before came his way now. Toy manufacturers produced miniature guillotines and dolls
with removable heads to be sold at the gala Saturday
event.
But it was all in the name of sacred profit, so who
could complain?
His enterprise soon grew. He started a chain of guillotines
throughout the country performing the same beautiful spectacle.
The heads rolled, the people were amused, and the chap
made money.
"An American enterprise story"-finis.
Why, why that's nauseating! (about ready to vomit)
I should agree. (coolly)
But money, greed and affluence
Find a wanner place in the heart of man
Than love and compassion.
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(A

baker

carrying

a single

pie

enters

stage

left,

crosses to center stage where the pie falls from his
hand. But inside the crust are coins that spill over
the stage. The janitor
crosses, sweeps up the mess,
Janitor:

throwing it all away.)
Money that once made a man a king
Will be so much debris
In a matter of minutes
(If my watch is accurate only four)
Then, perhaps, we shall see the place
That money should hold.
Well, this second and last opportunity
Is now offered for those who disagree with David
On the matters of finance and enterprise
To hereby reject him as their hero.
Also, an invitation
is extended
To those who took advantage of the first opportunity

Janitor:

Moore:

To recla im him
If you so desire.
(Continues)
So there sits our hero
Less than four minutes remaining
in his life.
Patriotism
and Apple Pies discussed
Mothers are all that remain.
Here .T. Alamand knows David has to admit
That if the world is otherwise rotted Mothers

course,

you had one.)

(he laughs)

David:

That last line, though mildly amusing,
Was not an invention of .T. Alamand.
He heard it last night
OnT.V.
I think I should like to discuss Mothers

Janitor:
David:

And he vnay, too, since he is the hero.
A love that often turns to possessiveness,

Moore:

(Irate)

Janitor:

and Mothers

will be
A point on which they both can agree.
Now what about mothers-you
can't defame them. Surely
they must be sacred-even
to you. (assuming,
of

then suspicion, then hatred.
Now just a minute, you can't
011

fingers)

as a symbol
then

of love.
jealousy,

take love in (counts

four short steps into hatred!
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But I can and It does.
For

humans
have the knack
of perverting
is good into its opposite.
The pure, simple, warm love of a mother
Soon

is directed
toward
a desire
baby of her own.
She wants to do everything for it
Soit needs her and her only.
But the child must grow.
And as it does, it develops
New loves of its own.

to

keep

that

the

which

child

a

The mother soon hates the object of her child's affection.
She perceives
it as EVIL since it interrupts
her secure
relationship.
But the child must mature and go its own way.
The mother can no longer shield her baby.
The mother's jealousy turns to suspicion
As she thinks the worst of her child who has developed Will.
Her (;hild-an
extension
of herself-has
now turned
its
back on its mother.
lt tries to grow and mature but
The unseen placenta still nourishes it,
And the umbilical
cord is not yet cut,
The mother tries harder and harder to force
to its secure place in her womb.
But it is too late.

the child

back

The child has lived and loved.
The twisted love of the mother
Nows turns to hate.
She cannot stand to see her baby "misused"
She hates and hates and hates.
Moore:
David:

by a stranger.

(in mock sympath y) Oh, where did she go wrong?
But this is not the true misfortune,
For without love on an indivicluallevel
How could there have been hope for love alllong mankind?
Don't. you see, it is pure folly to believe that man can love
in scope without depth.
That is why religion

A

true,

has turned

into [arce.

pure love-without
the possessiveness-was
only hope ... but now is no more.

the
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Moore:
David:

Janitor:

David:
Janitor:
David:

lVloore:

David:
Moore:
David:
Moore:

David:
Moore:
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But all the people who are now at church prayingFor what'?
Understanding?
Love?
More time?
One can never hope to believe that. ...
(Blows whistle and holds up hand)
I shou ld like to warn all those present
That there are but two minutes left.
(faces other direction)
This is your two minute warning.
Please heed.
(figures come in from all sides, both the drunks and the
religious, and in time it becomes difficult to determine which is which.)
(to David) Uh, you may continue.
Where was 17
"One can never hope to believe that."
Yes, one can never hope to believe that man can solve
his problems on a grand scale, in mass, without
settling it within himself first.
(looks around frantically, begins to panic.) How can you
talk philosophy
or religion
or whatever you're
talking about now? WE HA vt LESS THAN TWO
MINUTES TO LIVE. WHY SHOULD WE DIE'?
WHY SHOULD I DIE 7
Death was going to come anyway. It is just that we are
all going together, this time.
But I can't die now. I CAN CONTRIBUTE TO MANKIND!
Too late now.
I COULD BE BENEFICIAL. nlERE
ARE LOTS OF
THINGS I COULD DO. LOTS. (falls to knees.)
God, I don't want to die now. PLEASE!
(goes back to reading book.)
God! Do you hear me? I don't want to die. I can't. I
haven't done what I need to yet. The world needs
me. (Janitor holds up a sign, saying, IRONY. The
crowd starts chanting, counting off the 15t few
seconds. They get louder and louder ... )

M,\ N USCRIPTS
Crowd:

Moore:

Crowd:

20
19
18
I can do things for mankind.
I can. I promise I will.
PLEASE SPARE ME. PLEASE!

17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9

Moore:

Janitor:

7
6
.5
43
2
1.
I'LL BUILD AN ARK!
ANYTHING.
PLEASE GOD!
PLEASE!
GOOOOOOOOOOOD
PLEEEEEEEEEEEASE
(all the characters fall down, dead, excepting the janitor.
There is no noise as the world ends but an obvious lack of
it.
Is is quiet.
The janitor picks up his broom to sweep off the bodies.
As he does, he quotes:)
"This is the way the world ends,
This is the way the world ends,
This is the way the world ends,
Not with a bang, with a whimper."
(The curtain falls)

